An algebraic and computational theory of scientific experiment is proposed, identifying observability and calculability. Experiment is a quest for information, in steps of perturbation, interpretation and instrumentation. Logical and quantitative errors are pointed out.
Introduction Problem description and main results
An algebraic and computational theory of scientific experiment, unearthing logic from context, may serve, in general, the theory of knowledge and, in particular, the design, logical cleaning and error analysis, of particular experiments.
A key remark is to identify observability and calculability: an experiment is a computation, and conversely, as indicated by "analog computing" and "numerical experiments". Functional algebra is used to fix an experiment lexicon:
'state, material system, material property, input, observable, measurement program, experiment, output, instrumentation, gauge, flux, interpretation, measured property, transductor, static or functional experiment, state function, transfer function, controllable material system, eigeninput' Experiment design is a progressive extraction of deterministic information, from a material system, in steps of perturbation, interpretation and instrumentation, involving syntactic and semantic operations. Logical errors are sense without program or program without sense, and consequences of implicitness; quantitative errors are programming and definition errors.
Relations to other works
We will be often confronted with the odd relationship between mathematics and computing, or sense and form, and these problems are more directly discussed in [1] .
I will use the principles and some syntactic features of the Mathematica language [2] and an extension thereof [3] .
As experiment is a quest for information, against complexity, information or complexity theory will be an ever present background [4, 5, 6] .
The present theory has an application to an ongoing study [7] , and many other scientific examples are presented.
Every function f is compatible with, or conveys, equality:
The usual definitions of algebraic structures (field, vector space, algebra), functional structures, involving composition •, linear functions and linear functional structures are needed, but not recalled.
Expression, pattern
In a formal system, an atom is a symbol, like π, z, δ, or a formal number, integer or rational, like 3, 22/7. An expression is (recursively) a headedlist of atoms or expressions, like x[y, z[x, y]], with a tree structure. A chain is a single-leaf expression, like x[y [z] ], where the leaf is z. A parametric expression is a chain of depth two, like x[y].
Every element x can be expressed by x * , which is noted x * |= x. One element can indeed have many expressions, exact or approximate,
The identity mark between expressions is = (already used for equality between elements). Exact expressions of equal elements are identical. A formal system may be able to decide some identities, although no one (supporting arithmetic) can decide all (according to Gődel's theorem [6] ).
I use ⊲ to introduce abbreviations, conserving sense in a suitable context:
In Mathematica, 'any expression, to be named x' is expressed by the pattern x . A pattern can be semantically or syntactically restricted, like x /; x ∈ R |= 'any exp. of a real element, named x', ?AtomQ |= 'any atom'.
Semantica [3] (based on Solve) supports some semantic patterns. Example: (2x ) S interprets any expression as the double of its half, to be named x.
Formal function, program Definition 2.2.
• A formal function is a function, on the anonymous set of expressions to itself.
•
• Corollary: a formal function, not compatible with identity, does not express any function other than formal.
Example: for a non-additive function, like sin,
Distribute does not express any function other than formal. The formal definitions (2.2) are compatible with a well-known composition identity.
• allows the expression of anonymous functions, for example, an index function and a partial function:
Programming languages fall into categories, or paradigms [1] . I have chosen actually functional programming, similar to functional algebra, with formal functions, patterns and replacement rules, implicit in set = or explicit, for example, in the programs
An algebraic structure is formal if its support is (a subset of) the set of expressions. In particular, expressions can be formally summed and multiplied, using infixed +, × (also flat, orderless . . . [2] ), and externally multiplied, also using ×, by (an expression of) an element of a commutative field F. Thus, +, × make up a formal field and a formal F-algebra. The set of F-linear formal functions is noted LFs [F] .
Calculability has been defined by Church [5] . I assume that calculability is also a natural property: a function is calculable, if it has a program, that some computer can execute, within time and memory bounds. (See [5, ch. 7] for a further discussion.)
Experiment
Universal versus specialized computing Nowadays, computing is widely supported by digital machines, running universal low-level languages, as in Turing's idea. However, an accurate highto low-level translation of a program, or a low-level computation, may exceed human or machine resources. When universal computing fails before a complexity barrier, specialized computing may succeed, by running at a level close enough to the problem level. An experiment is a specialized computer, designed to solve a difficult problem, by combining convenient components. Examples:
• In the 1950's, linear algebraic equations would be solved by analogy with a network of resistors, wires, generators and electrical gauges, according to Kirchhoff's laws. The computation would run over the network, at the speed of light, although programming (designing and building the network) would not be so fast.
• A turbulent flow experiment, in the laboratory, with suitable inputs and gauges, is a specialized computer, solving Navier-Stokes equations, usually faster or more safely than a universal program on a digital computer.
• An arithmetic coprocessor is a digital computer component, specialized in multiplication.
Observability Definition 2.3.
• A state set is a set T . A state is an element of T .
• For all p ∈ N, a material system is an element of T p (2.1).
• For
• An observable is a calculable material property.
• A measurement program is a program of an observable.
• For all p ∈ N, material system T ∈ T p and observable M on T p , an experiment and its output are, respectively, (T, M) and M[T ].
• An experiment on a state (a material system with no input) is a static experiment, else a functional experiment. 
For all experiment (T, M), calculable function P and material property definition N, (N, P ) is an interpretation of (T, M), and P is the transductor of the measured property
State function, eigeninput Definition 2.5.
• A state function is a function R on a state space T .
• For all p = 0, T ∈ T p , a transfer function is R • T .
• For all state set T , state function R : T → R and R 0 ∈ R, the set of controllable material systems is
• An eigeninput of the transfer function R • T is z.
Example. If T is continuous and monotonous on an interval, a program of z is dichotomy on R • T . 
Applying a constraint means tuning an input, so that a material property meets a prescribed value.
Semantica does not indeed support functional semantic patterns, probably because Solve does not handle functional equations. Therefore, a Mathematica program of the constraint formal function will rely on syntactic patterns. It will be longer and less general, but run faster, without the risk of multiple solution.
[3] In general it is undecidable whether two expressions are semantically equivalent in a rewriting system. Thus the idea of semantic pattern matching is of course limited to the matching algorithm used to compare expressions. Consequently, all semantic pattern matchers are necessarily intrinsically limited. Theorem 3.1 (constraint commutation).
Corollaries: after (3.1),
and, as +, × are universal,
Formal perturbation theory
A vector, exactly expressed by x, is expressed also by x * , with a variation δx = x * − x.
Definition 3.2. The set of constant expressions or logical constants is
Cst and the set of unshielded expressions is Uns, such that, for all amplitude ǫ ∈ R,
• a variation formal function is δ ǫ ,
• a perturbation formal function is
As I do not want to eliminate * (nor δ) in general, the last formula in (3.2) is not a formal definition (with set =), but an identity, with which the formal definitions in (3.2) are compatible.
δ is not compatible with identity. Example: although the lengths a, b of the letter V are ideally identical, the drawing errors δa, δb are generally independent variables:
Therefore (from the corollary of the. 2.1), the function δ can be nothing but formal, or else x, δx must be considered as distinct symbols, which hampers the formal definition of δ, and its computational use. Logical constants, and unshielded expressions, must be declared, according to intention. I assume that every formal integer or rational is a logical constant and +, ×, µ, • ∈ Cst . 
Example: Newton's law of force can be written in two forms, the latter suggesting that the power exponent may not be exactly two:
Writing perturbation formulae again and again leads naturally to total variation and perturbation formal functions ∆ ǫ , • ⋆ ǫ :
Theorem 3.2 (chain variation).
Corollary: the finite difference formula,
.2). In particular,
Proof. Apply (3.4), with, firstly, f → +, + ∈ Cst, secondly, f → (x → kx), k ∈ Cst.
Corollary: Uns is a formal Cst-vector space. Cst, the kernel of δ, is a subvector space of Uns.
Theorem 3.4 (variation of product).
Proof. Apply (3.4) with f → (x → yx).
Corollary: Cst is a formal sub-algebra. However, as the product of unshielded expressions is not in general unshielded, Uns is not an algebra.
Theorem 3.5 (perturbation commutation)
.
If, moreover, f is F-linear and −1 ∈ F, then
and Uns is stable for f .
Proof. (3.5) directly from def. 3.2. (3.6): from (3.3),
Perturbation under constraint
Perturbation under constraint shows that the constraint formal function is not compatible with identity, therefore, can be nothing but formal: for all R-vector space T , and T ∈ T 1 ,
]. Equivalently, T * ǫ − T is equivocal, and cannot be reasonably evaluated, because it matches the semantic pattern in def. 3.1 in two ways. 
In particular, 
The ways of evolution (kinematics)
I will show how, for all p ∈ N, T ∈ T p , an experiment (T, M) generates a new one, by perturbation, interpretation or instrumentation. Filiation is defined by some 'gene' passing without perturbation from 'parent' to 'child' experiment.
Perturbation
For the gene M ∈ Cst, a family of perturbed experiments (T, M) * ǫ = (T * ǫ , M), ǫ ∈ E is synthetically expressed by one perturbation experiment,
Perturbation has led to a functional extension of the state space.
To avoid embarrassing perturbation of perturbation later, the perturbation experiment is rewritten, according to, for
and, through a vector space isomorphism (
(3.9)
Let us check that M does not operate on the parameter ǫ: from (2.2),
. The computer of P extends de facto the material system; more precisely, for P ∈ P, the state space becomes T 1 = T × P. Interpretation has led to a cartesian extension of the state space. A child experiment is
As P is universal (∂ T P = 0), T is explicit in the output. M[T ] can be erased (to save space) by further interpretation.
Instrumentation
For all instrumentation (Γ, Φ) and M-gauge Γ 1 , sensitive to the same flux Φ, a new output definition is Γ 1 • Φ. A child experiment is
The state space has not changed.
The principles of evolution (dynamics)
An experiment (T, M) (including an instrumentation), and an interpretation (N, P ), aim at determining a material property
At every generation, we must decide between perturbation, interpretation or instrumentation, and choose a particular one (T * ǫ , P, Γ 1 ). This is a wide problem of optimal semantic pattern matching. Although particular or partial solutions may be developed, from quantitative information or complexity arguments, no complete mechanical solution can be expected: the experimentalist, like the mathematician [6] , will never be put out of work by a machine.
A sample of experiment design
I will present the beginning of an experiment lineage, useful for [7] . Only the way of evolution (kinematics), not its causes (dynamics) can be discussed here.
For T ∈ T and a state function R : T → R, a static experiment is (T, R). I want more information than the output R[T ].
For R ∈ Cst, perturbation yields a more informative functional experiment, rewritten, according to T *
For R 0 ∈ R, T 1 ∈ C 1 (def. 2.5), an eigeninput z and its program P make up an interpretation (N, P ),
(z depends implicitly on R 0 .) I assume P ∈ Cst, to avoid a cartesian state space extension. This is not too restrictive or unrealistic, because P is a program, written in a universal language. Hence the experiment
I assume •, z, R 0 ∈ Cst, so that M 1 ∈ Cst. Perturbation yields a new experiment. Following (3.7), (3.11) is rewritten, according to (
and, following (3.9), 
). I want exchange symmetry, between both variables of T 2 , hence an exchangesymmetric interpretation (M 2 , P ) of (T 2 , M ′ 2 ) and a new experiment (T 2 , M 2 ): = i•, hence another interpretation, even better-looking than the former, as a proportional measurement is easier to understand than a square root, and sensitive to sign.
However, the latter interpretation is non-sense, because no meaningful function P has the program i 2 → ki, or because the proportionality constant k, or the function N, depend implicitly on i, or i is "hidden" in N.
For an instrumentation (Γ, Φ), one may be tempted, on the other hand, to resort to a "σ-meter", a gauge Γ 1 , σ = Γ 1 • Φ; however, this function has no program.
It is indeed a common but misleading practice to name a gauge after the material property one would like it to measure, instead of the material property it actually measures. Examples:
• An "accelerometer" does not measure acceleration, but displacement; relating displacement to acceleration is a matter of interpretation (involving, typically, a second derivative in transduction).
• A "flow meter" never measures a flow rate, but some related material property, like the angular velocity of a turbine.
• A "hygrometer" may not measure humidity, but the length of a hair!
• A "lie detector" . . . A transductor or a gauge depending implicitly on the material system, are logical errors, that will hamper in particular the constraint or perturbation formal functions. Examples:
• In a "thought experiment", imaginary surveyors measure the sum of angles of triangular oceanic plots. A plain euclidean geometry interpretation will fail. This is a problem of hidden variable (the Earth curvature), or restrictive semantic pattern matching, of a two-dimensional manifold onto a plane.
• In order to measure the temperature in a furnace, a thermocouple output is processed through an amplifier, unfortunately heated by the furnace, so that its gain depends on the furnace temperature. The transductor is not universal. This can be corrected, by suppressing, or expliciting, the temperature dependence.
• Hidden variables have been suspected in the quantum interpretation of particular correlation experiments (the so-called Einstein-PodolskiRosen paradox).
Implicitness, due to carelessness, ignorance or lie, is in many cases a source of logical error.
Quantitative errors
An experiment (T, M), in quest of σ[T ], ought to be completed by an error analysis:
Definition 4.1.
• The programming error is the first term in the r. h. s. of (4. Contributions to errors are noise, most often in analog or digital Monte Carlo programs, or round-up or truncation errors, most often in numeric or symbolic programs. Good programming is ruined by bad definition, and conversely; both errors ought to be simultaneously small. Estimating errors involves recursively unfolding definitions and using (3.3) in the experiment lineage, and ultimately functional analysis, with the problem of norming T .
Universality, not reductionism
A formal system, in which an experiment is expressed, is a specialized model of the world. There are a few such systems (see table) , that have not been reduced yet to a universal one. This does not support computational reductionism, the idea that everything can be computed on a Turing machine.
Nevertheless, the present theory shows universal a priori features of scientific experiment and lets experiment appear as a programming paradigm, like those of [1] .
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